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BIRD'S EYE VIEW
WHAT'S INSIDE?
Here's your overview of this
month's box - our Signature
Box will be featured

Banga banga [방가방가 • Hello]
Seoulmate? Thank you for
starting your new term with
Seoul Box! If you’ve already left
school, do you ever have
nostalgic feelings in this period?
 
This month, we wanted to
deliver you a story packed with
romances and excitement of
old-school Korea. We specifically
explored the 1980s and 1990s – a
totally genuine, yet somehow
familiar side to Korea.

BACK TO SCHOOL
A TRIP DOWN MEMORY LANE

SUJI SON, CO-FOUNDERRAJ SATHI, CO-FOUNDER

New stationery, ironed
uniforms and ringing
alarm clocks – sounds like
the start of an exciting yet
chaotic new term back to
school? In this month,
discover a nostalgic side
to Korea and unleash the
energetic teen in you
through your
Back to School
Seoul Box.

From surveying Koreans who
spent their teens in that period
to reviving our high school
snacking memories, we focused
on bringing a sentimental yet
refreshing face of Korea.
 
You’ll enjoy 26 snacks and 8
goodies; discover enduring
memories of old-school Korean
teens; and learn 3 legendary
games from back then.
 
Happy Snacking!

4
TASTING GUIDE
FEED YOUR SEOUL
A complete and genuine
guide to enrich your
snacking experience

FEATURE

8 REPLY 1990S: SHARING
LIVES OF KOREANS
Enduring memories of
legendary bands, fashions,
and old-school snacks

10
GAME 101

FUN TIME
A beginner's guide to
Korean classic e-games 

ENGAGE!

11 @UNBOXYOURSEOUL
Calling all Seoulmates!
Share your Seoul Box
story to win an epic gift

LET'S LEARN KOREAN
6 retro Korean phrases
that used to be trendy
between 1990s and 2000s

A selection of authentic
after-school snacks
A Korean nougat that
you'd like to exchange
before big exams
A cute stationery kit

Top Highlights
 



TREATS

CUP NOODLES

SWEET SNACKS SAVORY SNACKS

DRINKS

GOODIES



Ting Choc
A chocolate éclair that melts in
your mouth. It's lightly coated
with a layer of milk chocolate

The character printed on the
package is ‘Jadoo’, the main
character of a Korean school
animation. She used to be
super popular in the 2000s!

Egg Sesame Ramen
A genuine combi of sesame
oil and scrambled egg

It’s the bestselling ramen in
Korean high school corner
shops. Empty the powder
and the egg block into the
bowl. Pour boiling water to
the line and allow to cook for
3 minutes. Add the oil sachet

Goraebab
An oven-baked chip dusted
with addictive BBQ powder.
Each piece resembles a cute
sea creature

Schoolkids used to bring
Goraebab to the classroom,
playing the game found
inside the box together. Now
it's your turn

Caramel Peanut
The fusion of caramel and
peanut is a match made in
heaven. Discover a tasty puff
packed with nutty flavors

Been in the market since
1989, it used to be a classic
after-school snack in Korea.
Experience a sweet memory
of Koreans with this treat

FEED
YOUR SEOUL

SIGNATURE DELUXE

GOODY SUBSCRIPTION



V-Corn
A syrup-coated nacho chip
with a hint of ginger

V-Corn is probably the most
well-known corner shop
snack in Korea during the
2010s. It has been a comfort
food for those who were
stressed with exams or
'teenage problems'

Choco Cake Cookie
Want to enjoy an
exceptionally sweet, soft,
and delicate snack? Enjoy
the velvety texture with
smooth cocoa jam inside

Give a chocolate boost to
your day. Its distinct cocoa
flavor makes a perfect
pairing for your Barley Tea 

Simply Rice Cracker
A sweet, round rice cracker
with crunchy sugar coating

Do you know that it’s a
popular kindergarten treat
in Korea? Enjoy a healthier
snack time with this yummy
rice cracker

Soboro Cracker
A graham cracker with sweet
coconut flavors
(you'll get one pack)

The cookie crumbles outside
are ‘Soboro’, a popular
school meal dessert. Put a
toasted marshmallow
between two biscuits to
make a coconut s' more

Choco Biscuit
A wafer stick with chocolate
spread inside

Interestingly, there are far
more savory snacks than
sweet treats in Korean
corner shops. It’s one of the
rare sweet biscuits we hand-
picked for you

Green Tea Seaweed
A crunchy snack made with
premium seaweed, green tea
powder, and Perilla oil

Most Korean teenagers have
two meals a day at school.
So popular, you will find
seaweed at least once a
week on their menu

Seaweed Almonds
An addictive almond that
explores a completely new
area of taste – seaweed. An
excellent harmony of savory
and crunchy tastes

As you may have noticed,
Seoul Box is never complete
without almonds. Discover
another fun flavor with us

Toasted Ramen
Lightly toasted noodles with
chicken seasoning

In Korea, kids often eat
ramen raw. They mix noodles
with powder, shake well, and
munch it with their friends.
This treat replicates such a
unique method of snacking

Margaret
A moist, soft butter cookie
Sweet and delicate, it's an
ideal mid-afternoon snack
that makes a perfect pair for
your Cheesy Milk Tea

Cheese Crispy Roll
An oven-baked scrumptious
granola roll packed with
fresh cheese cream filling
An ideal snack for your lunch
box. In Korea, a crispy roll is a
popular mid-day treat for
students across all ages



Barley Tea
An earthy tea made with
roasted barley

When the weather started
becoming a bit chilly, each
classroom used to brew
barley tea in Korea – a typical
1960s memory that warmed
up many Koreans’ hearts

Soft Apple Candy
An apple-flavored soft candy
with sour powder inside

Do you know that there used
to be a '1/10 Lucky box'? One
of the candies was extremely
sour, and kids often opened
it together to find out their
destiny

Gom Gom Garlic
Butter Popcorn
Popcorn seasoned with
roasted garlic butter

Garlic popcorn is a popular
cinema snack unique to
Korea. It oddly goes perfect
with soft vanilla ice cream

Star Popeye
Toasted pieces of thick and
sweet ramen noodles. Includes
rock candy which looks like a
little star

Popeye was big in Korea! The
snack is a classic. It is in a
retro package which will
bring you to a classroom in
1980s Korea

Prawn Cracker
A prawn cracker with
roasted garlic flavors
School corner shops always
sell prawn cracker – although
it’s quite difficult to find it
elsewhere in Korea. Why the
snack is popular among
students in particular?



Pumpkin Yeot
‘Yeot’ is a classic Korean
dessert that tastes like an
extra chewy nougat candy

Due to its sticky nature, Yeot
is a popular present for
students sitting a big exam.
‘To stick’ also means
‘get accepted’ in Korean.
How cheeky!

Cheesy Milk Tea
Yes, you read that right! In
Korea, we love to push the
boundaries of tastes. The
name speaks for itself

Pour 80ml of hot water to a
mug and stir well. Why not
make a cheesy cafe latte by
adding a pinch of coffee?

Charcoal Mask Pack
A mask sheet filled with
natural charcoal
components. Especially
effective in cleaning pores
and moisturizing skin

Spread the sheet evenly
across your face. Leave it for
20 minutes until the
nutrients get absorbed

Kakao Friends
Mini Notebook
A mini note pad with a Kakao
Friends character printed on

Cute, small, and unique, this
booklet will make you jot
down any idea that comes
across your mind

Tata Sticker Pack
A soft sticker sheet
featuring Tata, a heart-
shaped BT21 character

Stick it to your diary,
notebook or laptop. This little
heart will brighten your day

BT21 Pen
An adorable pen in the shape
of a cute BT21 character

Give a cute Korean boost to
your surroundings by writing
with this pen about anything
you'd like!

Classic HB Pencil
An HB pencil with a cool
twist of a classic Korean
character

Why not draw your
inspirations and tag us on
Instagram @unboxyourseoul
in your masterpiece!

Maplestory Pogs
‘Maplestory’ is a mega-hit
game that every school kid
used to play. This is the pog
variation of the nostalgic
memory
You’ll get 10 different pogs
and 1 pog case. To play, push
the pog into the pog case

Traditional Sticker
A collection of cute Korean
characters, patterns, and
illustrations

If you want to keep a slice of
Korea next to you, stick this
cute goody anywhere around
you

Sticky Memo
A sticky memo in the shape
of a cute character (you'll
get one of four varieties)

Need a notepad to quickly
write down ideas? Then this
sticky goody is ideal for you.



REPLY 1990S
Sharing lives and enduring memories of Koreans 'at that time'

What goes around
comes around. Korea is
not an exception to this.
‘Newtro’ – new and retro
– is an upcoming,
returning trend. 1990s
TV series are in demand
(Pic 1), and reunion
concerts of old bands
are sold out. With us,
explore 4 areas of the
Retrowave: idols, styles,
snacks, and games.

Just like now, it’s
impossible to talk about
Korean culture without
Kpop in the 90s. Teens
from that era were
obsessed with idol
bands. They queued in
front of broadcast
stations and waved
balloons in concerts, for
their stars like Sechs
Kies, g.o.d. or H.O.T.
(Pic 2) Sound familiar?  

The teens led the
fashion trends back
then. Over-sized jackets
and ugly sneakers were
common. Throw on a
brightly colored belt
around a plus-size coat,
and your outfit would
be complete. (Pic 3)
As may have noticed,
over-sized cardigans,
vibrant sneakers, and
neon colors are still in
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Believe It or Not:
Pepero Day is 
25-years-old!

interest of most kids in
Korea: Gaming. In the
90s, after school, they
started running to
internet cafes and
played games together,
such as:
 
★ Maplestory (Pic 5)
★ Starcraft
★ Diablo
★ Warcraft
★ The War of Genesis
 
These online games
were literally everywhere.
Especially, legends like
Maplestory became

hugely popular, ending
up having 39 million
players worldwide. A
game like this helped
lay foundations of the
now big e-sport gaming
industry. As a special
memento, we have
included a Maplestory
Pog kit in your box!
 
There were a passion
and romance in 1990s
Korea.  All in all, they
are the memory and
history that forms
Koreans as how they
are now. (Pic 6)

fashion in Korea now.
 
Snack makers also have
started bringing back
the so-called ‘Retro
Editions' of their treats.
The designs are old-
fashioned, use 90s
language, and feature
popular characters
from that period. (Pic 4)
Discover old-school
Korea through 11 Retro
snacks Seoul Box have
hand-picked for you
 
We shall finish our trip
to the past with a top
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MAPLESTORY
Since it was first released in
2003, Maplestory had been
hugely popular among Korean
schoolkids. It's a 2D online
game about an adventure in
the Maple World. It takes you
on a journey to a stunning
variety of fantasy worlds such
as Toy’s Kingdom, Fairy Forest,
and Warriors’ Plateau.

STARCRAFT
Starcraft is a real-time strategy
game that dominated the
‘classroom talk’ in the late
1990s and early 2000s. Since
Starcraft, Korean kids started
going to internet cafes to play
the game together – the start of
the legendary Korean e-sport!

WAR OF GENESIS
War of Genesis had been the
main rival of Starcraft.
Countless teens were attracted
to its perfect mixture between
Korean fantasy, SF elements,
and Medieval inspirations,

GAME OF THE MEMORIES



To win a BT21 Koya Pouch,
post your creative unboxing moment!

LET'S LEARN KOREAN LESSON 4: RETRO SLANG

HUGE CONGRATULATIONS TO
all.the.ame

당근!
[Dangeun]
Of course!

캡
[Cab]

Very much

방가방가?
[Banga banga]

Hello?

즐~
[Jeul]

So what~

엽기
[Yeopgi]
Extreme

헐
[Heol]
Well




